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ALTER SPACE PRESENTS 
Enclosure: Cell Within A Cell	

Amanda Quiroz	
!
October 18 - November 29, 2014 
OPENING: October 18, 2014 from 7-10pm	

	


!
Alter Space is proud to introduce our newest Peephole Gallery exhibition, Enclosure: Cell Within 
a Cell, by Amanda Quiroz. The artist’s work provides a glimpse into an inquisitive process that 
explores abstruse connectivity in the world.	
!
Quiroz translates her sense of wonder for the obscure and repudiated by capturing dead insects 
through line and value in detailed drawings on denril and plexiglass. This exhibition sees her 
delicate renderings layered behind peepholes with hand drawing and block printed graphite 
powder covering the surrounding walls of the gallery. Viewers are offered a chance to observe 
complex creatures that although, differ corporally, are closely related to a human experience by 
way of scale, intricacy, fragility, and finite temporality. The artist’s aim is to actuate a sense of 
reverence for life through the recognition of our own smallness and the parallel experience to 
creatures so non-human.	
!
Originally from Colorado Amanda Quiroz now lives and works in Berkeley, California. She 
received her BFA from California College of the Arts in painting and drawing in 2010 and was 
an artist in residence at the Tamarind Institute in Albuquerque, New Mexico in 2011. Her work 
has been included in group shows at the Bedford Gallery in Walnut Creek, Kala Art Institute, 
Berkeley, and Berkeley Art Center. She has also participated in various fundraising events such  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as Southern Exposure’s 2013 Monster Drawing Rally and several annual auctions at Root 
Division in San Francisco.	
!
More info at: http://alterspace.co/portfolio/amanda-quiroz-cell/	
!!
GALLERY HOURS	

Thursday - Saturday, 1-6 pm or by appointment	

Contact Kevin Krueger or Jorge Garcia at contact@alterspace.co	
!!
FUTURE	

October 18 - November 29  Shiri Mordechay  Serpents of the Rainbow	

December 6 - January 10   Matthew Gottschalk  The Further They Climb…The Lower We Seem
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